In this paper a duality between the d = 2 Wen-plaquette model in a transverse field and the d = 1 Ising model in a transverse field is used to learn the nature of the quantum phase transition (QPT) between a spin-polarized phase and a topological ordered state with the string-net condensation. The QPT is not induced by spontaneous symmetry breaking and there are no conventional Landautype local order parameters. Instead the string-like non-local order parameters are introduced to describe the QPT. In particular, the duality character between the open-string and closed string for the QPT are explored.
Landau developed a sysmatical theory for classical statistical systems. Different orders are characterized by different symmetries. The phase transition between different phases are always accompanied with symmetry breaking. However, Landau's theory cannot describe all the continuous phase transition such as the transitions between quantum ordered phase [1] . Topological ordered state is a special quantum order with full gapped excitations. The first nontrivial example of topological order is the fractional quantum hall (FQH) states which cannot be described by broken symmetries [1] . Recently, people pay attention to the quantum phase transition (QPT) for the topological orders. It is known that there exists a quantum phase transition between a spin-polarized phase and a topological ordered state. The two phases cannot be characterized by a local order parameter. Thus such a quantum phase transition cannot be described by the Landau theory obviously. To find a new approach to learn the nature of such QPT becomes an interesting issue. The quantum phase transition for the Kitaev toric-code model in a transverse magnetic field was studied in Ref. [2] . The numerical simulations demonstrate the condensation of 'magnetic' excitations and the confinement of 'electric' charges of the phase transition out of the topological phase. And then people find that the "topological entropy" S top [3, 4] serves as an order parameter [5, 6] . At the QPT the "topological entropy" jumps abruptly from a finite number to zero out of the topological phase. In addition, in Ref. [7] it is revealed that the quantum phase transitions between different topological orders can be exactly characterized by a topological order parameter and shows the one dimensional (1D) properties.
In this paper we focus on the Wen-plaquette model on a square lattice [1, 8] . The ground states of the Wen-plaquette model are Z 2 topological ordered state which is similar to that for the kitaev toric-code model [9] . After adding the transverse field, a quantum phase transition occurs by raising the strength of the transverse field. However, the model cannot be solved exactly. Fortunately, we find a duality between the d = 2 Wen-plaquette model in a transverse field ( transverse Wen-plaquette model) and the d = 1 Ising model in a transverse field ( transverse Ising model). These results indicate a new type of QPT between a topological ordered phase and a non-topological ordered phase, including the non-local order parameters, the 1D properties of the QPT, in particular, the duality between open-string and closed-string.
The Hamiltonian for the d = 2 transverse Wenplaquette model on square lattice [1, 8] is given as:
with F i = σ For the first part of the model, it is an exact solved model [8] . The ground state of it is a topological order described by Z 2 projective symmetry groups. And there exists three types of quasiparticles: Z 2 charge, Z 2 vortex, and fermions, of which three types of string operators T1, T2, T3, are defined, respectively [10] . The fermions can be regarded as bound states of a Z 2 charge on even plaquette and a Z 2 vortex on odd plaquette. The string operator for Z 2 charge has a form W c (C) = It is known that the Wen-plaquette model (h = 0) can be mapped onto nearest neighbor Ising chains [11, 12] . This is because that the Wen-plaquette model ( h = 0) has an energy spectrum which is identical to that of the one dimensional Ising chain [11] . Furthermore, we find that the transverse Wen-plaquette model on a square lattice in Eq.(1) corresponds to the one dimensional Ising chain in transverse field. In the following part of this paper, we will show the duality and use it to learn the nature of the QPT between a spin-polarized phase and a topological ordered state.
To obtain the duality we define σ are Pauli matrices on sites, j + 1 2 . Then the mapping between the two models is given as
Then we can explicitly denote the original model by the following Hamiltonian, describing the Ising model in a transverse field in d = 1:
(2) where a is the chain-index which is different for the d = 2 transverse Wen-plaquette model on different lattices with different boundary conditions (see Fig.1 ). h is an overall energy scale and g I = 1 hI = g h > 0 is a dimensionless coupling constant [13] . This is a 1D Ising model along diagonal directions. By the mapping above, we find gterm in wen's model corresponds to external field term in Ising model, while h-term corresponds to Ising-term.
In addition, an important feature about the duality 
= 0.
The scaling law near the QPT -To obtain the scaling law near the QPT, the above spin- 
+g I (c † a,j − c a,j )(c † a,j + c a,j )] after employing Jordan-Wigner transformation of the spin operators to spinless fermions [14, 15] , τ x a,j+
c † a,n c a,n )(c † a,j + c a,j ). In the fermionic representation for the transverse Ising chain, the energy spectrum for fermions E k = ±2h (g I − cos(kã)) 2 + sin 2 (kã) has an energy gap E k=0 = 2h|g I − 1| which tends to zero at g I → 1. So the energy gap for the fermions must tend to zero at the transition m = 1 2hã 2 (g I − 1) and c = 2hã, whereã is the lattice spacing. Here m is the mass for the Majorana fermion which changes sign by tuning the mode across the transition; we have chosen m > 0 to correspond to the topological ordered side. [16] .
The 1D properties for the QPT -People have guessed that the energy gap for the elementary excitations will always close at the QPT for topological orders. Our results confirm the conjecture. At the critical point, g I = 1, the energy for the fermion excitation becomes E k = simc · k where the velocity is 2hã. Since the result is obtained from the dual Ising chain in Eq.(2), the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited state is
L where L is the length of the Ising chain. The energy gap turns into zero at QPT in the thermodynamic limit. In Ref. ([5] ) in the thermodynamic limit, it is predicted that the gap between the ground state and the first excited state closes scales as at the critical point δE(N ) = E 1 − E 0 ∼ N In addition, the correlation function at the QPT shows the 1D characters. The long-distance limit of the static correlator for F i F j of the 2D transverse Wen-plaquette model can be described by the dual correlator for τ 
Here m, n are integer numbers. The non-local order parameters -Firstly we try to use the expectation value for σ The open-string -closed-string duality -Another important feature for the QPT between the topological order and the non-topological order is the open-string -closed-string duality. From the duality relationship, σ 
It is known that the open-string operator, i in=1 σ x in , will generate two Z2 vortexes (or Z2 charges) at both ends of the string. The nonzero expectation value of it means that it is the 'condensation' of both Z2 vortex and Z2 charge that breaks down the topological order. The disappearance of the condensation of closed-string φ 2 = 0 or W c,c (C) = 0 means that this phase is not a topological order any more.
The situation here is much difference from that in Ref. [2] , of which the topological order is broken down by the condensation of 'magnetic' excitations (Z2 vortex ), and the confinement of 'electric' charges (Z2 charge). Thus our results indicate there may exist different roads to break down the topological order : the condensation for both Z2 vortex and Z2 charge or the condensation of Z2 vortex ('magnetic' excitation) together with the confinement of Z2 charge ('electric' charge).
In summary, a duality between the d = 2 Wen- 
